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Fukushima Nuclear
Accident

As Fukushima revealed, the Japanese nuclear industry had a very cozy relationship with
regulators.  That kind of coziness is not unheard of in the U.S. context, either. After the
Three Mile Island accident, Congress divided the responsibilities of the Atomic Energy
Commission, giving its mandate to promote nuclear power to DOE and its regulatory
authority to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). But in terms of creating an
impartial regulatory body, this move was at best a partial success.

The NRC still seems to be suffering from a desire to be the industry’s friend rather than its
regulator. The LA Times has a good story about the NRC and its chair, Greg Jaczko.  Jaczko
has pushed for more of an active regulatory role:

Jaczko convened a high-level task force to propose safety upgrades at U.S. plants
in light of Fukushima — not least at California’s San Onofre and Diablo Canyon
plants…

After the task force issued its report in July, Jaczko moved to make its 12
recommendations public and implement them promptly.

These included strengthening containment buildings and spent fuel storage,
which proved to be weak spots at Fukushima, and safeguarding against total
plant blackouts, which led to much of the damage at the Japanese plant. But the
other commissioners thwarted this effort…

In my view, it is short-sighted to try to protect the industry by proclaiming its absolute
safety and refusing to take precautionary measures against possible catastrophic system
failures.  In fact, no system can be absolutely safe, and pretending otherwise merely sets the
stage for a total loss of credibility when the “black swan” does come to visit.

http://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-hiltzik-20120429,0,1556565.column
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For those who don’t know the metaphor, it used to regarded as axiomatic
that all swans are white, until black ones were discovered in Australia — similarly, black
swan events are ones that are considered impossible until they actually happen, like the
financial meltdown of a few years ago.  It is hubris to think that we have anticipated all
possibilities and that black swans are impossible.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Black_Swan_%28Taleb_book%29

